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WARF Hit With $32M Bill Over WashU Royalty Sharing 

By Cara Salvatore 

Law360 (November 27, 2018, 7:03 PM EST) -- A Delaware federal court ruled Monday that the University 
of Wisconsin cheated Washington University in St. Louis of nearly $32 million in licensing profits linked 
to a successful Abbott Labs medicine for hyperparathyroidism, which often afflicts kidney dialysis 
patients. 
 
Visiting U.S. District Judge Joseph Bataillon made the decision after a March bench trial. His opinion is 
under seal; publicly available, however, is the one-page document announcing the amount of 
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation’s bill. 
 
“The clerk of court is to enter judgment in favor of The Washington University and against Wisconsin 
Alumni Research Foundation for breach of contract: damages shall be assessed in the amount of 
$31,617,498,” the judge wrote. 
 
According to the judge, WARF breached the two universities’ inter-institutional agreement in connection 
with U.S. Patent Number 5,597,815. The patent is one of dozens created to protect a vitamin D 
compound that formed the foundation for Abbott Labs’ Zemplar, which treats hyperparathyroidism in 
kidney-disease patients. Scientists from the two schools co-developed the compound. 
 
WashU attorney Michael Jacobs of Morrison & Foerster had told the court in opening arguments that 
WARF raked in $426 million in royalties from the '815 patent and sent slightly over $1 million to WashU. 
 
Jacobs said the '815 patent should have been allocated one-third of the royalties, with WashU receiving 
a third of that amount after an administration fee. But he said WARF wrote to WashU in 2001 and called 
the '815 patent an “ancillary” patent in the bucket of IP covered under the deal, meaning it was valued 
at less than 1 percent of total royalties. That info comes from a slide deck of Jacobs’ opening argument. 
 
Jacobs said WashU found out about the undervaluation when two things happened in late 2011 and 
2012: Abbott and WARF sued Hospira for infringement of the ‘815 patent, and WashU received a 
subpoena about it; and Abbott listed the ‘815 patent with the FDA as being critical to Zemplar, thereby 
admitting how valuable it was. 
 
The invention was developed jointly by the Badgers’ Hector DeLuca, a professor emeritus of 
biochemistry, and WashU’s Eduardo Slatopolsky, a professor emeritus of nephrology, the study of 
kidneys. 
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WARF and WashU launched the cooperation agreement in 1995 to handle and license certain patents. 
The '815 patent was added to the agreement in 1998. 
 
In closing arguments in late March, WARF attorney Robert Shaffer of Finnegan Henderson Farabow 
Garrett & Dunner LLP told Judge Bataillon that his client didn’t breach the collaboration agreement. 
 
“We kept in touch with them. We sent them royalty checks year after year after year,” sharing 
information and keeping WashU in the loop, Shaffer said. 
 
Shaffer said WashU had no problem cashing the checks for its share until it filed suit in 2013, and then 
continued cashing them through 2017. He said WARF’s method of valuing patents that are bundled 
together was fair. 
 
A representative for WashU declined to comment. A representative for WARF was not immediately 
available for comment. 
 
Washington University in St. Louis is represented by Michael Jacobs, Christopher Robinson and Elizabeth 
Patterson of Morrison & Foerster LLP and John Day and Andrew Mayo of Ashby & Geddes PA. 
 
The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation is represented by Robert Shaffer, J. Michael Jakes, Krista 
Bianco and Paula Miller of Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP and Mary Graham, 
Jeremy Tigan and Stephen Kraftschik of Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP. 
 
The case is The Washington University in St. Louis v. Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, case 
number 1:13-cv-02091, in the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware. 
 
--Editing by John Campbell. 
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